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A fictional religion can add depth to a story or game setting. This seminar presents a framework
for creating a consistent and believable religious system.

1. Aspect: Animistic vs. Theistic
Animistic  nonhuman entities possess a spiritual essence that survives death, and may affect the
living world.
Theistic  one or more supernatural beings exist, which affect or exert control over the natural
world.

2. Source: Mystical vs. Dogmatic
Mystical religion involves an experience of direct communion with “the Absolute”, and is
focused on transformation of the self.
Dogmatic religion involves a set of principles laid down by an authority as incontrovertibly true,
and is focused on adherence to those principles.

Dogmatic
Mystical
|||
Catholicism
Liberal Protestant
Zen Buddhism
Note that no religion is entirely one or the other.

Mystical Practices
Divination  attempting to understand the divine through observation of omens, portents, and
random occurrences.
Meditation  generating a mental or emotional state to achieve mental, physical, emotional,
psychological, or spiritual benefit.
Contagion  the absorption of spiritual energy through contact with a holy place or object.
Irrationality  using riddles, poetry, illogical stories, humor, unexpected responses, and the like to
provoke thought.
Vision quests  willingly engaging in stressful behavior in order to alter the state of
consciousness.

Dogmatic Practices
History  creating and/or maintaining a record of religious figures and their actions as they
pertain to the religion itself.
Laws  creating and/or maintaining a list of rules governing the behavior of the adherents.
Prophecies  creating and/or maintaining a list of predictions, either that were made in the past
and came true, or that were made about the future and are expected to come true.
Traditions  unwritten (generally) rituals or behaviors that adherents expect each other to
observe.

3. Behavior: Apollonian vs. Dionysian
Apollonian religion is based on reason and logical thinking, and is reflective and rational.
Dionysian religion is based on chaos and appeals to the emotions and instincts, and is ecstatic
and impassioned.

Apollonian Practices
Research or Study  continuous work on a given topic or craft, even if unrelated to the religion.
Monasticism or Hermitage  withdrawal from general society.
Asceticism  restriction of one’s own behavior beyond what is demanded by the religion.

Dionysian
Indulgence  engaging in pleasurable activities (e.g. eating, drinking, sex), often to excess.
Physicality  taking part in energetic physical activity (e.g. dance, music)
Rhetoric  giving or hearing impassioned speeches.

4. Goal: Autobenevolent vs. Altruistic
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Benefit the adherent in the present or near future
Benefit the adherent after death or in the distant future
Benefit all of the religion’s adherents in the present or near future
Benefit all of the religion’s adherents after death or in the distant future
Benefit all humanity (adherents or not) in the distant future
Benefit all humanity (adherents or not) in the present

Organization: Hierarchical vs. Egalitarian
Hierarchical religions are controlled by an individual or small group.
In egalitarian religions, each member has an equal amount of authority and power.

Hierarchical
Rank  A structure of control, usually treelike, with each successive level having greater
authority and privilege than the lower ones.

Egalitarian
Consensus  Decisions are made by the entire group, with no single member having any greater
control or authority than any other.

5. Material Culture: Symbolic and/or Functional
[built up in layers]
Clothing  Head coverings (hijab, yarmulke), garments (dhotis worn by Hare Krishnas, temple
garments worn by Mormons, habits worn by Catholic nuns)
Accessories  Prayer beads (tzitzit ?), crosses, telifin, tallit, incense (censer), holy water
(aspergillum), sacred texts
Places  churches, temples, sacred ground, altars, graveyards
Rituals  communion, prayer, blessings (interacting with the material objects above)
Note that objects with religious significance tend to build up layers (e.g. the ark that the Torah is
kept in). Also, people or places of historical significance to the religion can, over time, be
considered symbolic or even sacred.

6. Requirements
The amount of material wealth a religious organization takes in strongly correlates with its
effectiveness within society. Possible sources of material wealth:
Voluntary donations from either adherents or nonmembers (Amish, Ashrams)
Sales of manufactured goods (monasteries, Amish)
Tithes (required or voluntary) from adherents (Catholic, Mormon)
StateSponsored (Anglican, Islam)  typically only provides tax breaks / exemptions

